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                                            “And ‘The Remnant’ said – to God be the glory!” 

                                                
                                                                “The Stratosphere is not for wimps!” 

                                                                 - J. Godley-Ramos -  

 
“A Bastard’s Refuge II Rejected by Man but Adopted by God, catapults you to 
a place where the fearful dare not tread. It takes you on a riveting journey as it 
exposes the vicious plot to paralyze “God’s Anointed.” What happens when a person 
finds him or herself under the leadership of a "Ravenous Wolf” instead of a loving, 
shepherd?  Somebody’s prayers have been answered. Unlike books that only dance 
around the issues, A Bastard’s Refuge II goes all the way and tells it like it is! In 
authentic firebrand style, Prophetess J. Godley-Ramos puts it down way hard - so 
get ready!  This book brings the heat - you will either say "Amen or Ouch?!"   Whew! 

         
The “Hirelings” have fleeced the sheep long enough. These "Imposters" give God’s 
“Good Pastors” a bad name. The pretenders often view themselves as God. They 
think that “The Sheep” literally belong to them, rather than to HIM.  Sadly, because 
so many have fallen asleep or lack “Correct Biblical Interpretation”, or because they 
simply do not have the backbone, and are afraid to stand up for themselves, they 
continue to wonder in a blinding stupor and in spiritual buffoonery as they are 
repeatedly raped, pimped, and spiritually assassinated by the very leaders, who 
claim to be watching for their souls. They remain silent and stuck as a result of 
having been “Rebuked” into believing that, “To speak against ‘Charlatans in 
leadership’ means they are rebelling against God.”  Well, as usual somebody done 
told them wrong! 
 
The “Bootleg Shepherds”, the “Wolf Clerics” the “Prophet Wannabes” and 
unfortunately the “Unsuspecting Slumbering Sheep” are all in for a rude awakening.  
This book is a “Crooked Pastor's” worse nightmare, while it is the answer to prayer 
for the many who have been wounded by them. This time, "Dagon shall fall down!"  
The church may not be ready for this one, because things will never be the same 
again - ever.  And we mean it!  Question is - Can you stand the heat?   
 
 
 
 


